Notice is hereby given to all prospective bidders that plans and specifications on the subject project are modified as hereinafter set forth. This Addendum shall be attached to and form a part of the plans and specifications. All bidders must acknowledge receipt of this addendum on the Bid Form. In case of difference with previous addenda or communications, this addendum takes precedence.

It is the responsibility of all bidders to notify all subcontractors from whom they request bids and from whom they accept bids of all changes contained in this addendum.

PROJECT MANUAl

1. Item No. PM-1
   Reference: Specification Section 281300 Access Control, Part 2- 2.1C
   Description: Under Part 2 – Products, 2.1C Manufacturers/ Quantities and Components, bidders should ignore the quantity and follow the drawings E1.0 to E1.2 for quantity. Additionally, the counts in the risers E5.0 & E5.1 are shown for connection only and not quantity.

RFI RESPONSES

1. Question: The number of equipment on drawings are not match with the Specification. For example, Spec 281300 page 2, "Quantities and Components: (3)Keri Care Reader", but on drawing E5.0, Detail 1"Access Control System" indicate (7) card readers; (1) Aiphone master station requests on Spec, but drawing indicates (2), etc.
   I want to know which one we shall follow? or shall provide an exact quantities for these equipment?
   Response: Riser Diagram on Sheets E5.0 and E5.1 provide general connection of devices. Quantity and location of devices are shown on plans. Delete quantities in specifications.

ATTACHMENTS: Memo from EDesignC, electrical engineer of record.

END OF ADDENDUM ITEMS
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**Description:** Addendum #4, Security coordination

---

**Question from contractor:**
The number of equipment on drawings are not match with the Specification. For example, Spec 281300 page 2, "Quantities and Components: (3) Keri Care Reader", but on drawing E5.0, Detail 1"Access Control System" indicate (7) card readers; (1) Aiphone master station requests on Spec, but drawing indicates (2), etc.

I want to know which one we shall follow? or shall provide an exact quantities for these equipment? Please guide. Thanks.

**Response:**
Riser diagram on sheets E5.0 and E5.1 provides general connection of devices. Quantity and location of devices are shown on plans. Delete quantities in specifications.